Fucking Åmål – Stars on the way home to you
Alexandra and Rebecca are considering a Sweden tour.
Alexandra Dahlström and Rebecca Liljeberg of
Show Me Love might pop up behind the bar at a
youth place near you.
They have received bids to serve and mingle as
payment.
-

This is a chance for them to earn a small
fortune, says Mikael Brinkenstierna,
artist promoter.

He has struck deals of the same concept with
The Graaf Sisters, Svullo, Ronny & Ragge, soap
stars and last but not least the cast of
Expedition: Robinson.
The demand for Alexandra and Rebecca is at
least as big, if not bigger.
-

That is correct. I get requests for them
every day. I know how much interest there
is: nightclubs, municipalities, anti-drug
events… Everyone wants them. The movie is
really good and the girls are role models
and idols.

Fast Money
Their popularity can be converted into income.
They were very low paid for the movie;
really, they should surely be financially
independent, given what a success it was.
I give them the chance to supplement
their finances. My artists earn between
five and fifteen thousand a night, says
Mikael Brinkenstierna.
Undeniably well paid to serve, mingle and sign
autographs. But it remains to be seen if the
girls are interested.
-

They are investing a lot in the theater
and may not want to promote themselves in
this way; in that case you just have to
accept it.

Brinkenstiernas usually sends celebrities to
places with liquor licenses.
-

There is no questions of this, of course
not, they’re only 17 and 14 years old and
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not even allowed as guests at such sites.
But there are plenty of clubs and parties
for the young and they run alcohol-free,
he says.
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